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ABSTRACT
One of the major issues in education is curriculum

relevancy. To make education more relevant, curricula have been
revised and redesigned; but many of these revisions have failed to be
implemented at the classroom level because teachers and
administrators are incapable of changing the classroom environment.
Traditional 19th century instruction methods of lecture and
recitation impede the implementation of curricular innovations.
'Before curriculum reform can be attained, instructional methods must
be made compatible with the anticipated reforms. (Rt)
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.4) All of us who are concerned with Curriculum, the enquiry that explores

how conceptions of education might be enacted within the forms of schooling,
LAJ

face a cannon dilemma. We must have a clear vision of what education

implies otherwise we would have nothing to strive for, nothing to worry

about and no problems. However, such a starting point for enquiry poses

its own problems; it tends, in the nature of things, to make it difficult

to look benignly on schooling as it is. The consequences of a meliorist

perspective have long beset our field: too often we have not been able,

because of our commitment to what should be, to look at what is, to ask

why. To look at what is betrays, our emphases suggest, too little passion,

even perhaps a conservative willingness to accept with schools aslthey are.

All too often our emphases imply a condemnation of what schools do, with

the consequence that we have difficulty with accepting even the possibility

that tha schools have in fact succeeded in doing well many of the things

that they set out to achieve,

Curriculum's posture of condemnation,, or at least condescension

towards the schools, is, we believe, self-defeating. It seems to us more

productive to start with a diffeeont assumptionto assume that the goals
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of the nineteenth century founders of public universal education have been

aMply fulfilled and then ask how was this done. The answer to this ques-

tion is one indispensable basis for any exploration both of what must yet

be done to make the schools more truly educative and for any rehearsal of

ways and means for enacting any new charter of purposes.

To ask how was this done we have to look at schools and ask what are

they and how do they work? Curriculum's almost systematic failure to

address this reality meaningfully is ore basis of the :harge of irrelevance

that is so often, and so properly levelled against our field. Curriculum

is, we suggest, irrelevant to much of the practice of schooling because it

has ignored that practice, because it has ignored schooling as it is. Our

vision of a new world has obtruded so completely on our.perceptions of

what schools are and how they work that we have missed this reality, and in

missing this reality we have lost sight of what.should be the central

mission of curriculum research, the search for an understanding ofAhe

phenomena of schooling that must be at tho forefront of any realistic pre-

occupation with the.improvement of schooling.

This task of understanding the phenomena of schooling is the enter-

prise we wish to illustrate here as it bears on the most fundamental

component of schools,,the classroom, We want to take as our text two

closing paragraphs from the now well-known 'paper of James Hoetker and
4

William Ahlbrand on "The Persstance of the Recitation" and try to show

how their questions might be answered.

The studies that have been reviewed show a remarkable

stability of classroom verbal behavior patterns'over the

past half century, despite,the fact that each successive

generation of educational thibkors, no matter how elle they

different, has condemned the rapid-fire, question-answer
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pattern of instruction. This opens a number of interesting

avenues of enquiry. What is there about the recitations

for instance, that makes ii so singularly successful in

the evolutionary struggle with others, more highly recom-

mended method ? That is, what survival needs of teachers

are met uniquely by the recitation?

If the recitation is a poor pedagogical method, as

most teacher educators have long believed, why have they

not been able to deter teachers from using it?1

We will argue that the classroom has particular characteristics which are

inherent in its nature (given its goals and resources): these charac-

teristics cause the classroom to be a social system with only limited

potentiality for manipulation by teachers. Thus, exhortation to change

practices without a concomitant concern for changing the conditions which

lead to these practices will, in the main, be futile because, gtven these

existing conditions, change is difficult. The recitation has persisted

through the fifty years that Hoetker and Ahlbrand have explored because

the fundamental characteristics of the social setting of the classroom

that have made th.e recitation adaptive have persisted through those fifty

years. Let us turn to this argument and some data we have been collecting

to see how far our argument might get us

Teaching is an activity given its essential character by an intention

on the part of the t,eacher to 'engender learning in his students, The

teacher's intentions are grounded in conceptions of th, goods that "educa-

3
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tion" connotes that are prior to any individual teaching act and it is the

teacher's task to bring an understanding and appreciation of these goods

to his students; by means of talk, exercises, modelling and the like the

teacher mediates between an array of goods and the capabilities that his

students have for understanding and coming to terms with those goods.

To fulfill this mission the teacher must perform three tasks: he must

present that which he wishes to teach, he must give his students oppor-

tunities to praCtice that which is to be learned, and he must allow for

potential or real lapses in his student's intrinsic interest in the ex-

perience he is undergoing by setting up conditions which ensure that his

students are both ready, and interested in learning.

This conception of the tasks of the teacher holds, we believe, for

all teaching. It is easiest to visualize the implications of the concep-

tion in the individual tutorial where the tutor searches for the place his

student is at, and then takes him through a series of experiences designed

to lead to learning. To do this the teacher must present that which he

wishes to teach, he must give him opportunities to prectice that which is

to be learned, and he must allow for lapses in attention by setting up

conditions, which are designed to ensure that his student is ready to

learn.
2

' The classroom does not alter the essential character of these teaching

tasks, but it makes their execution more complex: a classroom has numbers

of students who are at different states of readiness for the particular

learning at hand, are at different ability levels, have different enthusi-

asms, and, inevitably, differing willingnesses to attend, here and now, to
1

this particular topic. The classroom is, moreover, characteristically em-

bedded in an organizational context which makes its own demands on the

teacher. Thus, over and above the demands associated with abstract con-



ceptions of education and the needs (real or abstract) of students in a

classroom there are inevitable organizational stipulations about what

education should mean for this class, in this place, for these students,

and consequently for this teacher.

Organizational stipulations also s7ecify what classrooms should be

like and what resources should be given to teacher to perform his tasks.

These stipulations limit, by their provision of desks, space, and the'

like the options that a teacher might have, theoretically at his command,

to vary what he might do to meet the needs both of a class and of the

individuals in that class. As Kaspar Naegele noted, the teacher "must

cope with the present exigencies of the classroom as one kind of social

system, of which he is a part and which is as well part of a larger struc-

ture, as well as with the necessity to transform [students] into adults,

both on the delimited plane of various skills and knowledges and on the

more general plane of more pervasive dispositions and capacities."3

Theeclassroom, then, seriously modulates a conception of teaching

derived from images of the tutorial. In addition'to the universal tasks

of (i) presenting and covering a body of material to student, (ii) en-

gendering mastery of that material by his students, and (iii) creating

affect on the part of his students so as to secure compliance to the

demands of the learning situation, the classroom teacher must manage his

class, an aggregation of individuals he played no part in recruiting,

but who must work together in the interests of task attention and order.4

In the usual classroom the teacher must meet these demands with only three

resources, himself, al text or two, and such group,tlimate as can be created
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ii

We can see how limited the resources of many public school teachers

are and something of the nature of conventional classrooms in data re-

ported by a recent survey of the teaching of Canadian history. One hundred

and nine classrooms in secondary (and some elementary) schools of all.

provinces were visited by the project staff: 62% of the rooms surveyed

contained no other materials than blackboards, chalk, desks, and student

texts; 30% of the schools had no libraries.5 The methods used in these

classrooms were as one might expect. Eight hundred and forty-seven class

periods were observed: 21% of these periods were lectures in which there

was "absolutely no discussion or student participation," 51% of the periods

were classical assignment recitations, 10% of the classes showed evidence

of some student-initiated questioning, and 9% of the periods were "student-

centered" discussions. These discussions, as Hodgetts' notes, were over-

whelmingly reactions either to student reports that were, in their turn,

poor copies of texts or encyclopedias or else Cscussions of the following

kind:

"I think Confederation is a good thing."

"I think it is a bad thing. I'm against it.'

"I'm for it.".

"What good will it do you?"

"What harm will it do?"

*In the interests of simplicity of presentation we have sketched these four
demands in subject- or skill-teaching terms. They hold, we believe, for
all teaching. A group therapist, must meet the same demands: he must
facilitate his client's working Urough of his problem, ho musk, assist
his client in working out his problem, he must create a relatiOnship in
which the client can do those things, and ho must create a working setting
in the group which facilitates this work.
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"No harm. I just don't like it."

"Well, I do!"

"Let's have a vote."

As tha report concluded, "This may have been fun, but hardly worthwhile

either in terms of skills or knowledge.
A

If we reflect on these findings from the viewpoint suggested by our

conception of the four essential tasks of the teacher, three different

observations come to mind. First, there is a sense in which even dicta-

tion is preferable to a mindless and information-free discussion; effective

discussion in which a class is focussed on the problem in hand requires

great skill on the part of the teacher and, in large classes, is extremely

difficult. Second, reports based on the already predigested material of

the text and the encyclopedia rarely enrich the intellectual climate of a

classroom. Third, from the point of view of the teacher who must meet in

some way the demands of coverage, mastery, affect, and management with

limiLed resources, the recitation and the lecture.are cle.ssroom methods

which do offer the potentiality that these demands of the classroom setting

will be met. The give-and-take of the recitation permits the teacher to

focus attention on the content at hand, and to inject new material or in-

sights into the room while, at the same time, adjusting pacing, humour,

and the qualities of his expectations to the needs of the class, Likewise,

the lecture permits the teacher to iltroduce new material, linger over

points of difficulty, and tell humorous or interesting stories while he

monitors the learning needs of the class, . Not all classroom methods and

techniques perform flese tasks equally well,
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Almost all studies of class.room behavior suggest that the picture of

the Canadian history classroom that we sketched above is generally repre-

sentative. The recitation is the most characteristic teaching behavior to

be found in schools and is followed in frequency only by occasions when

the teacher is organizing his room or disciplining a class for infractions

of one kind or another. This appears to hold for both elementary and

secondary classes; there is very little difference in feel for example

between the kinds of teacher activity reported in Table 1 (senior high

school social studies) and Table 2 (Grade 3). And, as Hoetker and Ahlbrand

Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here

have found, this pervasiveness of the recitation has been a fact of class-

room life for the past fifty years.

The conception of the tasks of the teacher we outlined above offers

one way of accounting for both the persistance of the recitation and the

pervasiveness of controlling and manage.rial behavior in classrooms. The

recitation is a functional pedagogical strategy for teachers inasmuch as

it permits them, given their resources, to cope with the demands of the

classroom setting. The recitation'is a s9.p1r_sa strate(m within the reper-

toire of methods of the teacher that secures some task attention, gives

some measure of control over the activity of students, facilitates coverage

of content, and offers a drill and practice situation that leads to some,

albeit more often than not a nominal, mastery of the facts that carefully

tailored tests require as the symibols of school learning.7 What other

procedures, we can ask, are as effictivegn moving a class, securing con-



troll and forcing students to practice what they are supposed to be

learning? Likewise, we would suggest that we can see the pattern of

typical classroom behaviors sketched in Tables 1 and 2 as a reflection

of response to these same setting-indueed needs and problems: the recita-

tion and the lecture are pedagogically-productive strategies at the command

of the teacher, management and discipline are responses on the part of

teachers to the.problems of focus and task attention that recitations and

lectures create amongst aggregations of desk-bound students.

iv

Let us cite an example of method drawn from the repertoire of coping

-strategies of one master teacher to support our thesis that the primary

task of any effective classroom method is to secure a compromise between

the different and often competing demands of the plassroom setting. Our

example is drawn from the remarkable record of L.M. Smith's semester-

long relationship with WilliaM Geoffrey,.a seven0 grade teacher in a

slum schoo1.8

Geoffrey was, as is clear throughout the record of his work at

Washington School, a text-book teacher. Yet, as Smith notes, "it seems

poqsible to describe textbook teaching 'and its corollary, the.daily

lesson, by good and bad names"9 (p.' 183). Smith's field note, made as

he first became aware of the good and bad implications of the test, sug-

gest the functionality that text-teaching offered to Geoffrey:

2.27 "I have a couple of items. Some of you have

been wanting 6rt. We'll need some newspapeil. If you

have some lying around, bring them from home." Then

scurrying around for paper, pencil sharpening, assign-

9



ments, and so forth. Everyone busy, Book reporting,

Geoffrey shakes his head 'no' over Billy's report,

while keeping eyes on the class, ...(TexthooktQacjth-

b,,LILIIAPAStEL_JgMUIA

r_t_l9.Pr91mkiming_l_nmaterl-

014.1vparing_exercises, and_so on. Therelillluit

of sequence for pupps,_ Also, and probablumilm-

tent, Piere's ajirm focus on wh,ere one is it

ttmes.) (9/10)10

Smith and Geoffrey's formal hypothasis derived From the reflection (see

Figure 1) is a statement that can readily be interpreted in terms our

conception of coping behavior. Their comment on GeoffrOy!s strategy in

.1111111111111111

Insert Figure 1 about here

coping with the consequences of an emphasis on the text is equally inter-

pretable in these terms:

In Geoffrey's classroom, the lack of interest in

the textbook was countered, especially with the seventh

graders, by his skill in interpersonal relations, for .

example personalized ingnium.., Finally, the im-

pact of the textbook-guided daily lesson on the.teacher's

preparation, time and energy, seemed to us important. In

a situation that is so demanding and fatigui,ng, any

1

savings:Is a tremendously reinforieing contingency, We

hypothesize that this relates to caretsv to:It-eons such

as 'graduate study and school-wido activities Oat 'gain



the attention of superiors' as well as energy to play

the classroom game."11

Smith and Geoffrey's formal analysis of the role of Personalized inter-

action'offers an interpretation of Geoffrey's behavior which can be readily

assimilated into the terms of our conception of coping behavior.

Odiffaifteek

Insert Figure 2 about here

To this point we have been sketching the problems.we the classroom

setting and the responses of teachers to these problems in fairly loose

ways. Let us now attempt to sustain the thrust of this interpretation

by a detailed examination of some findings about the effectiveness of

different classroom methods.

During some classroom activities students receive continual, goading

from the teacher: they are required to respond to an externally, i.e.

teacher controlled inputquizzes, recitations, and round robin readings

are managed in this way. In other class activities the task is specified

but students control their own schedules as thiy perform the task: seat-

work in which some exercises must be finished, but in which there is no

continual eyternal demand for action would exemplify this kind of activity.

In his study of third grade classes Paul Gump found that when measures

of involvemed (eyes on task at hand) ware compared with the nature of the

activity significant associations appeared between involvement and form of

student pacinl. Gump's findingi about the broad relationship between kind

of pacing and student involvement are set out in Table 3 ; those results

ii
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Insert Table 3 about here

clearly suggest that the teacher is faced with more difficult pupil manage-

ment problems in self-paced activities than he is in externally-paced

activities.12

Gump found that different classroom methods appear to have differing

effectiveness-for controlling tnvolvement. Figure 3 sets out the associ-

ations he found between method and involvement and, by implication, illus-

es1/1110 .10.1141101111111.1e11=1.1=0101111MINIIMIMMI.T.1.111111

Insert Figure 3 about here

lip.ey.*.T,..1......__ ifl/111=111

trates the problems that a teacher faces as he considers what method or

combinations of method he should use or prefer. The students.in smill-

teacher led groups were more highly involved than students in full-class

teacher led groups; but, practically, this high involvement could only be

achieved fer some students at any given time. When some students are in

small groups working with the teacher other students must be left in

settings which are less effective. One teacher can only be a member of

one group and running a number of parallel groups presents its own prob-

lems: as Gump suggests,

the teacher has more arenas to keep in mind and she

can only act in one at One time; this requi,res that means

for gutding pupil action beyond continuous teacher input

mu,st be developed...added to this is the fact that ao-

tivity in one segment may interfere with activity in
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another. For these reasons we would speculate that oper-

ation of simultaneous segments) as compared to en masse

ones, requires more teacher preparation and more ongoing

vigilance and effort. Research is needed on this point,"

The six Grade 3 teachers Gump observed appear to have resolved the

problem of securing maximal (or rather optimal) involvement on eie part

of their students while at the same time maximizing their own usefulness

to the class (given the different involvement different methods appear to

secure) by making three different kinds of decisions about the activities

in their room.

1. The overwhelming proportion of their time should be given to the

business of group teaching, i.e. to activities which would externally-

pace members of the class. (sea Table 2)

2. Languapl arts, social studies, science and arithmetic could best

be taught by way of class recitation, methods which would secure "adequate"

continuing involvement on the part of their students. This decision per-

mitted the teachers to maximize the involvement of all students, albeit

in only an optimal way while at the same time minimizing their own organi-

zational and management problems in these subjects (see Table 4).

Insert Table 4 about here

3. Reading practice could best be given by yray of the high-involvement

"reading circle"; however the choice of this method entailed the creation of

small groups'in the room which meant that the remainder of the students in

the room had to be working.by themselves (i.e., in self paced settings) with

workbooks and the like).
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The consequence of these decisions for students are set out in Table 4.

Individual work played a significant part in the lives of these students only

when the teacher was elsewhere, working with other students. Masteiv and

coverage were provided, in large part, by group and class instruction. Self-

pacing, private work, was common enough, but it occurred when the teacher was

conducting small group instruction in the reading circle at the back of the

room, The prefprences that the teachers showed so consistently for the

recitation suggest clearly their feelings for how learning should be managed

in the social setting that is the conventional classrooms.

vi

One further set of observations can carry us as far as we can go at

this point to sustain and amplify the argument that, to understand the

behaviors of teachers in classrooms, we need to look carefully at the char-

acteristics of the classroom as a workplace, at a place where teachers must

perform certain tasks, with limited resources, to meet a series of often

inconsistent expectations about the outcomes of their activity.

In a set of re-analyses of data collected as part of the evaluation

of the 1062 reforms of the Swedish.upper elementary and juniolA secondary

school, Urban Dahllof found that the teachers seemed to adjust the timing

of their shift from one content unit to another by closely monitoring the

learning of studentl ..titt apa who fell between the 10th and the 26th
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percentile ability group. Dahll'oY termed this group of students the steoltu

criterion .greyj and hypothesized that many of the hitherto inexplicable prob-

lems in the interpretation of studies of the meriti of homogeneous versus

heterogeneous streaming can be explained in terms of the steering criterion

group phenomenon:

In [our] model, final achievement level in a certain

curriculum unit is seen as a function of initial ability,

level of ebjective, and time devoted to that curriculum

unit. Traditional classroom instruction is characterized

by the fact that the rate of teaching.is_eteered by a

group of students at the lower level of the ability dis-

tribution in the class, probably in the region between

the 10th and the 25th percentile, thus causing a con-

siderable delayor overlearning tf.little additional

gain for the pupils in the upper half of the distribu-

tion.... The main outcome of Oleit considerations is

that ability grouping may be regarded as an in-between

.
solution to complete individualization, being more ef-

fecttve for the brighter children than traditional

. classroom teaching in compreheneive classes but less

effective than individualized teaching in comprehensive

classes. It is, however, emphasized that individuali-

zation in classes of great heterogeneity is extremely

difficult to manage unless there at4 preconstructed

programs and Aher teaching devices athand:14

Tfits conclusion can be readpy assimilated into the terms that we

have been using in this essay. Individualization is rarely, if ever a
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real option in conventional classrooms because of inadequate resources and

if, followiLg Dahllidf, we hypothesize that time spent in learning a content

unit is the major determinant of achievement over the unit, then mastery

will be a function of the time that the teacher can spend on a given unit;

but, if the teacher spends as much time with one unit as is necessary to

secure mastery on the part of all students, he will not be able tc secure

coverage. He must weigh the 'merits of coverage against masteny; teadhers

seem, if we again follow Dahll8f, to resolve this problem by accepting that

they wtll successfully teach only most students--the: steering criterion is

the bottom group in the range that the teacher attempts to reach. In other

words, the,identification of a steering criterion group is one way of

managing the distribution of instruction to an aggregation of.students of

differing abilities when individualizationis nbt feasible. This argument

explains, to a considerable extent, the continuing and insistent preference

of teachers for homogeneous grouping of students; the.mori homogeneous a

class the narrower the range of disperston around the steering criterior

groups..it follows that, as the variance around the steering criterion

group in a particular classroom narrows, the teacher's problems in both

the management of waiting time for able students and the scheduling of

units for coverage become simpler.
4

A later study by Dah116Y and Ulf Lundgren offers further support to

the argument that the sources of teacher behaviors must be sought, and

will be found, in conditiotis in the classroom itself rather than elsewhere.

Transcripts of mathematics lessons in ten senior high school classes were

categorized using al adaption of the Bellack classification system and the

Amidon-Huntdr Verbal InLetutioa Classification Ulm (VICO," Rank .

order correlations between both mean class ability and the ability of the

steering criterion group and an array of dependent variables derived from
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the interaction analyses were computed; no significant correlations were

found between class ability and interaction behavior, but consistently

significant associations were found between the ability of the steering

criterion group and a wide array of teaching behaviors. These results

are set out in Table 5. Again these results seem convincing intuitively

---------------

Insert Table 5 about here

1

and ae consistent with the claim that classroom behavior is adaptive to

conditions In the setting of the traditional classroom.

vii

If the conception of the clasBroom entailed in this extended analysis

of teaching can be sustained the facts of classroom life have profound'

implications for the nature of any suggestions about the ways in which

teacher behavior must and can change in the interests of any curricular

proposal. Exhortation that change is desirable or necessary will, indeed

must, be futile unless change in classroom behavior is aleble. Change,

wiihout change in the resources at the command of the teacher, cannot be

expected to take place easily. Giyen the widespread nature df most

existing classroom strategies and the fact that these particular strategies

have been consistently and persistently preferred by teachers over others,

it would seem plausible that we should believe that those procedures that

.are pervasive are adaptive, in some way, to problems posed by the environ-

ment of,the classroom as we know it, These problems can, in large part,

be defined in terms suggesiod by our conception of the four demands of
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the classroom as'these are modulated by the characteristics of the conven-

tional classroom as a workplace. We should remember that in the main, the

classroom environment and the materials available to teachers have not

changed only slowly over at least the past half century! .,:n individuali-

zation, although loudly praised, has not been widely adoisced.

I 11

To this point we have been arguing inferentially: we have been showing

how we can use our conception of the .demands of coverage, mastery, manage-

ment and affect that we believe are omnipresent in all group-instructional

settings as a basis for interpretation, or reinterpretation of conclusions

and findings from other studies. Let us now turn to an attempt to apply

our conceptions directly to some'of the complexities of the classroom. A

direct examination of classrooms themselves suggests that some of the

clarity of the analysis of classroom behavior.that we have been presenting

misses many of the nuances of the real classroom.

To this point we have been usim simple labels, °recitation," "lec-

iure," "discussion,' to Classify classroom methods; these generic labels

obscure much of the complexity of the demands, and complexity of decision-

making that teachers face when coping with the classroom environment. For

example, teacher approaches that cope well with one kind of classroom

demand, e.g mastery, often complicate the task of meeting other demands

(for example, affect or coverage) of the,setting. An opiimal coping

strategy for the clasroom must avoid, as far as possible, this trap of

overemphasis on one goal. Only LM Smith and Geoffrey's study explores

the ways :teachers resolve these problems in any satisfactory degree, but

while their study captures the complications of a teacher's classroom

18
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decision-making, It fails to order the elements of this decision-making.

Our non-participant, ethnographic study of six high school.teachers aims

at a more satisfactory ordering.and conceptualization of what teachers

do. We will present here an analysis of only one of these teacher s

classroom behavior.

Math Teacher A is one of six high school teachers (tle.lo from each of

the suNect matter fields of math, English and social studies) observbd

for several months each. Like all of the teachers we observed Math Teacher

A exhibited.a-vtry-consistent pattern in her daily selection of teaching

formats. (see Table 6) Her characteristic (or modal) lesson always

Insert Table 6 about here

111 /11=6......1. limb1.1.

'sarted with a general query about the difficulties students had with the

homework assignment. From the one or two.comments that followed, she

viould select a problem and begin a very thorough step-by-step explanation

by drawing a picture of the problem on the board in the form of a unit

circle.*

Eack 45 minute modal lesson consisted of four or five problems ex-

plained in this way. Throughout these explanations the teacher would use

incomplete phrases such as "and then you would _?" which prompted

students at their desks to finish the sentence by calling out the appropri-

ate number, term or mathematical process'. At various junctures in each

problem, the teacher, would stop and ask if everyone was following or had

any questions: Despite assurances from students that everything was just

digaiSaMilgh

*This was an eleventh grade trigonometry class.
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fine, the teacher would re-explain the point that she had just made or

illustrate it with a different example, '',Iust to be sure." This daily

pattern was frequently interrupted by humorous teacher comments and in-

teresting digressions into the origins and character of the mathematical

solutions that were developed during the teacher explanations.

To analyze Math Teacher A's modal lesson, each of the first nine

lessons that conformed to the modal format was broken dovin into a vaeiety

of teacher behaviors. (see Table 7) On the basis of this analysis, the

W.41.lqwO.,14..ftwarmeir....-.,_
Insert Table 7 about here

teacher's .basic approach and supplementary maneuvers were distinguished.

(see Table 8) We distinguished the classroom behavior of this teacher

Insert Table 8 about here

that constituted her basic oproach from that behavior which we felt con-

stituted her uppimpny maneuvers_ in two ways--by its frequ'ncy and by

our perception of the centrality of different behaviors to what we felt

was the central purpose of this teacher's classroom--the transmission of

mathematical knowledge. Supplementary maneuvers cannot stand alone and

the teacher still be "toaching."

The basic strategy and the supplementary marieuvers characteristic of

.this teachers modal lesson were then rated for their presumed effect on
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each of the four demands of the classroom.* These ratings are set out in

Table 9. A plus rating implies that the teacher behavior could effect the

demand, a mfnus rating impltes that the behavior would impede the accom-

plishment of the demand; a parenthsis implies that, while we believed that

an impact on a given demand was not the primary intent of the behavior,

the behavior would nevertheless have some impact on this demand.

Table 9 illustrates the components of this one teacher's coping

strategy. Her 6asic strategy of explanation and call out gave her coverage

and control but it was, we inferred, deficient in developing mastery and did

little to create any affect on the part of het students, Accordingly she

used a variety of supplementary maneuvers to patch up the weaklesses of her

basic apprbach. Overall .aen, her approach succeeded in meeting the de-

mands of the setting.

All six of the teachers we observed demonstrated classroom approaches

which were as viable as that of Teacher A; however, others used different

approaches to the problem of coping: one alternated modal and secondary

lesson formats, the secondary lesson functioning.like supplementary

maneuvers in compensating for weaknesses in the modal lesson format.

Another used actions with powerful impact; thus severe grading compensated,

we found, for a basic approach that failed to secure any real classroom con-

trel over task attention.

As this last example implies, teacher coping strategies vary not only

in the way they determine the carrying out of the teaching task, but in

the classroom goals they seemed to embody. There are seem1ngly.91114,

.*Many of the effects of teacher's hair.: approach or supplementary maneuvers
do not materialize in terms of student outcomes. We analyzed these pat-
terns by making intuitive judgments about their expected effect in any
setting.

4
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strategy decisions made by tAe teacher before he enters the classroom

which, In effect, define the parameters of the demands of the classroom

by defintng what the cverall demands of teaching should mean for this

class this year. We found some of our teachers doing as William Geoffrey

did, ignoring some goals of the curriculum to give themselves time to

cope with other goals. Other teachers interpreted the classroom demands

differently by selectively defining those kinds of student performance

that should be taken as denoting mastery. These decisions of omirasions

interpretations and emphasis are all elements in a teacher's grand strategy.,

a different but important component of teacher coping strategy.

It would be premature to attempt any discussion, at this point, of

what this kind of theorizing and investigation might mean for Curriculum,

as an enquiry. If we have been able to convey our feeling that the class-

room is a complex environment we will be.satisfied. However, it is per-

haps worth restating our conviction about what this kind of analysis means

for us: the classroom is, we are suggesting, a system with only limited

potentiality for manipulation by teachers. Not all teachers explore these

limits, in part because of our lack of understanding of what Tethods are

and our concomitant inability to teach teachers an array of viable coping

vaategies. Yet, while this possibility of teaching dachers to cope with

the classroom more adequately is an important task for Education, Curriculum

should be aware of the limits that face teachers who wish to use 'new methods

.or enact new goals.within the constraints of the' classroom setting as we

know it. The range of po;sible mew methods have, we believe, long since

been sot by the range of methods that are now widely used by teachers; the

22
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coping strategies that are now avaiiable are those that have survived after

many years of evolutionary struggle. The fact that evolution has' not

allowed much of what Curriculum has traditionally espoused to survive

should make us more cautious about what we recommend and urge and, at the

same time, lead us to a fundamental question: i'Can we redesign the classroom

as a whole so that it imposes different constraints on the teacher?"16 A

careful examination of the extsting classroom should, in its turn, be one

important ingredient of such a redesign for unless we look to find what is

possible we always run the danger that a given new design might not, in

its turn, be organizationally and pedagogically viable. The conventional

classroom, we would emphasize, has shown that it is viable. That viability

vts-i:vis our conventional conceptioni of what classroomi are, is, in large

measure, the reason for its persistence and also the greatest problem for

those who want change.
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Table Pedagogical Activities of Three High School tocial Studies Teachers

Teacher Teacher Teacher

A

No of periods observed 19 16 22

Kinds of pedagogical activities

Managing 23. 144 :20
..

Lecturing, Recitation 26 14 ; 26

Discussion' 6 6 6

Disciplining 9 2 1

.
Individual student activity 11 5

.3

(seatwork)

Other 2 '7

.1 ON64044 ""'"

Total 84 42 73

Note: Reprinted from Ian Westbury, An Investivilipn of Some Asapts

Frlassroom Cormunication, Unpublished doctoilailliTrtal-f67',

Un'WeTiff7'6'ritTEg57111*8.



Table Per Cent of Each Teacher's Acts Devoted to Various Functions,
'Days 1 and 2 Averaged

.

TEACHING

Recitation Questions

Feedback

Knowledge

Work Status Questions

STRUCTURING BEHAVIOR

Movement of PrOps, Pupils

Structure

Attention Changes

.Information Seeking

DEALING WITH DEVIATING BEHAVIOR

Stance, Energy Irproyement

Countering

Permission

OTER ACTS

Nts. Mrs. Mrs.

mat Berry Carr

44 38 65

30 25 51

6 5 '7

5 6 6

3 2 1

19

lo 9

8 9 '5

4 3

2 6 2

Mts. Mts. Mts. 'Mean

Dodd Eddy, Ford Per Cent

50 59 48 51

36 4e 28 3,

7 8 IN)
or

7 lo 7

2 2 . .1 2

22 20 21 23

9 lo 9 lo

8 6 8

3 4? 3

,2 ,2 1

7

19 8 16 9 19 14

7 n 5. 3 3 lo i7

7 1 3 .9 5 8 6

1 1 0 2 1 1 1

a

16 .12 8 ,12 12 12 12

Individual Problems 11 6 16 8 10 8 8

Amenities and Miscellaneous 5 6 2

Note: Reprinted from Paul V. Gump
FirRelatipltptykojohavior:
3iaT7672453- (aor'encb:4kansast
of Kansas, 1967), p6 546

The Classroom Behavior Settinc: Its Nature
rirrnror ran76774.67

Midwest Psychological Field Station, University

28



TABLE 3

.Relationship detween Pacing and Per Cent of

.Student Involvement

Per Cent of Student

Itivolvement

Beginnings of Self-Paced Segments 63

Remainder of Self-Paced Segments 74

Beginnings of Externally-Paced Segments 75

Remainder of Externally-Paced Segments 81

Note: Reprinted from Paul V. Gump, "What's Happening in the ElementaryMal Classroom," in Research into Classrov Processes, pds. Ian
Westbury and Arno A. BillIck (77g711517: 'Tegars -arrFge Pross, 1971),
Pi



Table 4: Segment Patterns Accounting for Pupil Occupancy Times of More
than Two Per Cent of Total

Concern

Reading

Teacher
Leadership

Recit

Leader

Grouping
Arrangft

Group
Interdep

Readiq Action Group
Director Interdep

Lang Recit

Leader

Pupil

Activity

Cis Evnts
Attnd

Cis Evnts

Attend

Class Cls Evnts
Interdep Attend

Lang Watcher- Class
Helper Private

Lang TeSter Class
Private

Social Recit
Studies Leader

Science Recit
Leader

Arith Recit

Leader

Mixed
Academ

Mixed
Academ

Mixed
Academ

Watcher-

Helper

Recit

Leader

Class
Interdep

Class
Interdep

Class
Interdep

Class

Private

Class
Interdep

Not in Group
Segment Private

Own Matri
Task

Cis Evnts
Task

Cls Evnts

Attend

Cls Evnts
Attend

Cls Evnts

Attend

Own Matrl
Task

Cis Evnts
Attend

Own Matrl
Task

30

Number
Action of

§muencing avents

Total

Occupancy
Time of
Segments

imjsAul
Ext Pace ,62 6,644
Serial

Perform

Ext Pace 21 2 036
Serial

Perform

Ext Pace
Serial

Perform

Self Pace

Ext Pace
No Perform

Ext Pace
Serial

Perform

Ext Pace
Serial

Perform

Ext Pace
Serial

Perform

Self Pace

Ext Pace
Serial

Perform

Self Pace

6

5

2,924

2,284

2157

2,399

2,148

2,351

4 3,997

7 2,617

14 20,606



Table continued

Teacher
concern yisip_rst

Music Action

Director

Milk Reader
Story

Grouping

ALTALle

Class

Interdep

Class

Interdep

.2.

Pupi 1

Myity.

Sing, Chant
Play Instru-

ments

Action

SeTkeita.

Ext
Pace
Mass

Perform

Cls Evnts Ext Pace
Attend No Perform

Number
of

§1911Alti

9

6

4

Total

Occupancy
Time of
Segments

mit.LigS,§1

Note: From Paul V, Gump, The Classroom Behavior Settin ttpture and
NM-don:to Stuslent Behavior, FMTleport, U.S. 60 ce o LducaiT67,77b-
Tect TR). 2777TOVii, Kansas: Midwest Psychological Field Station,
University of Kansas, 1967), p, 48,

2,439

2,126
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Table 5:

Relationship between IQ of Steering Criterion Group and Types of Teacher

Behaviors in Swedish Mathematics Class (Grade 11 )

19,1110 S steml

Higfier IQ o steering

criterion group

Verbal Interaction
Classification Sys-

tem (VICS)2,
gigher IQ of steering
criterion group

Direction of
relatonshi

increase in

decrease in

increase in

decrease in

increase in

increase in

decrease in

increase in

increase in

increase in

decrease in

increase in

decrease in'

Type of Teacher
Behavior

Responding moves

Helping moves

Positive ratings.

Negative ratings

Substantive by

relevant moves

Interpreting state-
ments

Teacher-initiated
information

, Teacher accepting
ideas

Narrow questions

Student predictable
answers

Teacher informing

Teacher leading dis-
cussion

Teacher disciplining

Bellack et al, The LangaluLt1Laummi(New York: Teachers
College Press, 1966)

2

Note: Urban S. Dahllof and Ulf Lundgren, Institute of Education, Uni-
.

vorsity of Goteborg, personal communication, 32



Table A Day by Day Classification of Math Teacher A's Lessons Into
Modal and Non-Modal Lessons

January 5
January 6
January 7
January 8
January 9

January 12
January 13
January 14
January 15
January 16

January 19
January 20
January 21
January 22
January 23

January 26
January 27

January 28
January 29
January 30

Missed
Does not meet
Modal Lesson
'FM Lesson

Moda Lesson
oes TR meet

Modal Le.sson,

Modal LesSon'

RITET-TWiTri
_

Modal Lesson
Does not meet
Modal Lesson2
NOTEITOT
TO5T-Lesson

Test
Does not meet
Modal Lesson

oeiri[7037
%al Les-son

February 2 Modal Lesson .

February 3 Vais-TaTiieet
February 4 Modal Lesson3
February 5 RUETTIFii615
February 6 Trariu aiio

February 9 'Holiday.

February 10 Does not meet
February 11 Test
February 12 Recitation ,

February 13 Modal Lesson°

February 16 Modal Lesson
February 17 aWla meet
February 18 Teacher absent
February 19 Modal Lesson

Inownmon.amaremessaaM........:0.1-.1-aiii......001.....

1The class began with a ten to fifteen minute quiz before it began
the modal lesson format.

2The modal lesson format was applied to problems that were on the
test instead of homework problems.

3The teacher individualized instruction for the first and only time
durtng the sevn week period. She worked with the slowest student in the
dais for five minutes while the rest of the class did a. problem at their
desks. There was much fooling around by the other members of the class
during this five minute period.

4
The teacher made a series of disciplinary comments during this

lesson that was r,ot typical for the modal lesson. She blamed student
inattention on the dreary weather outside. It was also the day before
a four day vacation.

5The same as footnote #2.



Table 7: Quasi-Statistical Tabulation of Teacher Statements and Non-Verbal Actions

Teacher Behavior

#1. Asks class a question about
problem she is explaining

#2. Draws illustration of problem
on the board

#3, Asks class if materials covered
so far is clearly understood

#4. Initiates a lengthy explanation
of math problem (3 sentences or 12 4 4 4 5 3 5 4 50more)

.

#5. Responds briefly (1 or 2 sen-
tences) to a student question

#6. Emphasizes some math operation
that has to be learned or is
important

#7. Employs light-hearted, humorous
comment 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 18

#8. Asks specific student question
about problem she is explaining 6 3 2 4 1 . . ..

1 17

#9. Explains the same math opera-
tion just completed in another 1 1 2 3 5 .

1 1 1 15way

Jan. 7 - 8 - 9 - 12 - 14 - 1 16 - 19 - 21 Total

26 9 20 13 12 10 12 21 17 139

8 6 10 5 8 3 4 10 7 61

8 3 8 5 8 2 7 4 13 67

4 5 2 8 5 7 4 3 38

2 1 2 3 6 2 2 18

#10. Makes statement about nature of
math in general - 3 . 3 - 1 3 . 2 13

#11. Draws a picture of the unit
circle on board to use in 1 1 3 1 .

1 3 1 2 13explahation

#12. Asks students to try a problem 1 1 2 2 - 1 2 1 3 13at their desks

#13. Makes appreciative comments about . . 1 1 1 3 3 - 1 10the beauty of mathematics

#14. Asks specific student if he under- 1 1 3 . 2 . .
1 1 9stands what is going on in class

#15. Explains one more example of the 1 . 3 1 2 . . .
1 8same math operation

,



Table continued

yeacher. Behavior

#16,
r
Hews what has been done

oo far or summarizes where
the class is at

#17. Gives the class an assignment
for homework

#18. Directs student attention to
page in the text

#19. Explains (more than 2 sen-
tences) a point in response
to st. question

#20. Employs repartee in responding
to student comment

#21. Describes the historical origins
of math principles being taught

#22. Makes suggestion to class to
think about something or prac-
tice it

#23. Employs eccentric word in
describing some situation

#24. Deals with one stUdent's dif-
ficulty for several seconds

#25. Adds to and/or develops a
student's response

#26. Seeks specific information
from the class that she does
not know

#27. Does Oe problem herself at
the board as students try it
at desks

#28, Ignores or does not acknowledge
as correct a student response

#29. Apologize., to clwi for some- 1 . 1 . .
1 .

1 .
1thing she has done

#30. Gives a hint while students are .
1 2 .

1 1

Jan 12 14 - 16 1 9 21 Total

1 2 1 2 . - .
1 2 8

1 2 1 1 1 1 1 -

. - 2 3 1 .
1 1 . a

. 2 2 1 1 6

1 2 2 6

trying to do problem at desk

#31, Asks class for the answer to a
problem on'homework

35

1 4

6



Table 7t con inued

Teacher Behavior,_

#32, Answers her own question
when no student attempts
to answer it

#33. Restates initial question

because of inadequate student
response

#34. Asks student to explain how
to do a problem while she writes
it on board

#35. Asks what answer a particular
student got on a problem

#36. Collects homework

#37. Re-explains in more detail a

math operation because of st.
confusion

#38. Displays a little frustration
at having to repeat a point
made prev.

#39. Comments on sloppiness of her
math or notation when doing
problem

#40. Shows the class a math trick
or short-cut

#41. Displays strong appreciation of
a student response

#42. Asks a question in response to
a student question

#43. Explains a math operation "just
to be sure"

.3.

Jan. 7 - 8 - 9 - 12 - 14 15 - 16 19 - 21 Total

- 1 - 4 5

so 0. 2 5

1 _ 2 _ - _ . -
1 5

1 . - 1 2 _ _ ... . 4

- 1 1 1 1 - . - . 4

. 2 1 _ .. so ow 0
1 4

_ ..
1 1 -

1 1 4

- .. - -
1 -

1 .
1 3

. 1 - 2 0 .04 0 0 3
1

. . . -
1 - . - . 3 1

. 1 .
1 . ia - 01

i 1 3

#44. Applies math principle just
learned to some area of student 0. 3

3
interest

#45. Asks students to try to do a 2 1 0. 3
math problem in their heads

#46. Postpones an iirue to later on 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3
in lesson or unit

36



Table 7: continued

Teacher Behavior

#47. Supportive response to
student comment or answer

#48. Refuses to deal with an issue
raised by a student

#49. Jokes informally with students
before or after class

#50. Asks student to do a classroom
chore for her

-40

me

Us 2 Ile

#51. Looks at one pareicular stu-
dent while explaining something 2
to class

15 - 16 - 19 - 21 Total

3 3

2

2

2

#62. Makes a specific disciplinary 1 1 2
comment to a particular student

053.. Encourages a reluctant student 1 1 2
to respond to a question

#54. Responds to student question
that class need not hand in . . . . .

1 1 . - 2
homework

#55. Makes a few comments about 1 1

the homework assignment

#66. Talks to herself

#67. Asks student for a reason after
he makes a reply

#68. Praises good student question

#59. Allm students to do as much
or as little on homework as
they need

#60. Decides to change a problem
after initially drawing it
on the board

#61. Goes to student's desk to help
with a problem

#62. Leaves class to,get something

#63. Gives differentiated direction.
Part of class do one thing;
others do something else

37

2 Us

Us

2

2 2

2

2 2

10 0 0 NO 0

0 0 0 0 IA

0 0 0 Us 0



Table continued

Teacher Behavior

#64. Re-enforces school rule when
asked if student must comply

#65. Asks a student to answer a
question that was raised by
another student

#66. Drills the class on a series
of simp . items, all calling
for the same operation

#67. Asks the class to be quiet

#68. Makes an explicit statement
about the need to move on to
a new topic

#69. Dismisses the class before
the bell rings

#70. Makes a deal with students.
If you do , no homework

#71. Passes back student papers

#72. Repeats information for late
student

#73. Defends her record of doing
what she claims she will do

#74. Makes a general disciplinary
comment to the class

1/75. Gives a knowing look to a
student after doing problem
on the board

1/76. Asks student to think up a
question of a certain type
for class to do

#77. Previews what topics are
coming up in the future

#78. Introduces a visitor to the
class

1179. Makes statement that she wants
the lesson to begin

Jan. 7 - 12 - 14 - 15 - 16 - 19 - 21 Total

as

GS

OP

NI 6,6

1 MO a a SI OS

1

OS GO IR U. OS

1

M
1

MM M U. U.
1

MMMMO6M
1

U. U. 60 U. U. U.

64

1

U. 1

61% U. U.

U. 64

66

U. 64

U. - 66 66

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

64 I
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Table 7 continued

Teacher Behavior Jan. 1 14 - 15 - 16 19 - 21 Total

#80. Asks students for another
approach to a problem after

receiving one

#81. Asks class if they are pre-

pared to work hard

#82. Reviews the major point of a

problem before explaining it

in detail

#83. Pauses and surveys class without
making any comments

#84. Gives instructions for upcoming
classroom activity

#85. Assures class that math opera-
tion that class has to perform
is easy

#86. Officially terminates a lesson

#87. Comments on.absenteeism while
taking attendence

#88. Warns students about a typical
mistake that is often made

OM

NS

OM

39

1 1

SO Om
1 1

IN OM no ft 1 1

ft No Ms 1

um ft an
1 1

ON 1

114 as as



Table 8: Math Teacher A's Modal Lesson

PlAis_§.±n2122.

Teacher Explanation

(#4)

Student Call-Outs
(#1)

Affect Covereqe Malluy,3 Control

) + )

111 OPMa

SupplEggslIactics

"Make Sure Everyone is
Following Along." --- ,(-) +
(#3)

"Go Over it One More
Time for Good Measure."
(#9, 15, 36, 16, 42)

"Sense of Humor"
(#17, 20, 23)

"Pedagogical Side-
trips and Side
Comments."

(#10, 43, 21, 13)

"Illustrate on
Board"

(#2, 11)

11111MMillet (

MMOMM WM--

Mama.

VOIMaiwo

MIN

(+ )

.1,.110l

NOTES:

1. The Task - Unlike teachers who enter their positions voluntarily, students
are conscFiTted and held in schools until they reach a certain age. Teachers
must not only convey subject matter content to these students, but they must
also create positive dispositions toward the values inherent in the particular
subject matter and schooling in general. If a teacher tries to force students
to learn by relying exclusively on her authority as a teacher, she will reap
classroom behavior that may be externally appropriate, but that will undermine
the long-range goals of instruction.

'laical Methods Useid py Teachn.To Accopli5J1 The Task - In order to de-
velop posfInrstudent Mect, 6achers olayt proffUrin active role for stu-
dents in.classroom activities, become a source of humor or intertainment or
select content that appeals to student interest.

40



Table 8: NOTES continued

2. The Task - Almost all teachers have an agenda of topics or a prescribed
currMITElliat must be covered by the end of the year. Teacher efforts to
satisfy this demand must be shaped to fit a schedule that consists of fifty
minute time blocs and five day weeks. Unless the teacher constantly makes
allowances for this demand and proceeds at a fairly rapid pace, she will "fall'
behind" and may never catch up. In the classroom this demand may manifest it-
self in many ways: (1) finishing a problem by 8:54 so that the teacher will
have time to explain tonight's homework, (2) getting to the end of the unit by
Friday so that the class can have a test on Monday or (3) completing "The
American Revolution" by Christmas or "Fractions" by Easter. In highTy
sequential subjects this demand is strongest.

T ical Methods Used B Teachers To Accoalish The Task - In order to cover
topics rap d y 5-0767-s may: min miT67-1Uant participatfon in the conduct of
the lesson, avoid calling on students who might not know or have difficulty ex-
plaining the material, assign work to be done by students outside of class and
make explicit comments to the class such as "hurry up" and "we've got to finish
this by the end of the period."

3. The Task - Rarely do all of the students in a particular classroom master
the goals of a lesson after an initial reading of the text or after an initial
teacher explanation. Many individual student difficulties persist after an
initial learning experience. These remaining misconceptions must be detected
and eliminated before the material can be mastered by Ihe class and the teacher
can move on to the next topic. The kind of mastery required of students (re-
call of factual information, understanding, etc.) varies from teacher to
teacher.

Iypicet Methods Used 1111p2s11.2/11LLsomplisn The Task - In order to im-
prove student pOormance teachers often: ellow 67-6WeWi-ivo student prac-
tice, provide feedback on student errors, permit opportunities for student
questions to clarify problems or illustrate the same point with multiple
examples.

4. 'The Tesk - Students must pay attention to classroom activities and not
inteRere JO the learning of other students if the class is to accomplish
the learning goals set out by the teacher in the time alloted. This task
is made difficult in the typical classroom setting of thirty students by the
fact that any teecher attempt to deal with individual problems in order to
improve mastery or create positive student affect runs the risk of losing
the attention of the other twenty-nine.

Typieel Methoje Uee4 By Teachers To Aecomelieh The Tesk - In order to
mainIeie-CMSroom at5niion EFUTFEFEr; teachers may: create a strong
group focus, make individual students accountable by calling on them or
utter disciplinary comments or threats.



Figure 1: Impact of Textbook Teaching on Aspects of Classroom and School
Social Structure and Processes
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Figure 2: A Miniature Theory of Personalized Interaction
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Figure 3: Per Cent of Pupil Involvement During Segments of Different Types
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re7ct eln7E-Iii175-c-r,61(inigi Midwest Psychological Field Station, University
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